The mechanism of the Counter Scheme (CS) has been shown to be an effective statistical approach for the reorganization of linear lists, where the records in the list are referenced independently with a time homogeneous multinomial distribution. In this paper we show that derivative schemes can be used effectively in other contexts as well.
List Reorganization with the Restricted Counters Scheme − Concepts and notation
Finding an expedient order for the elements of a linear list is a well-studied problem. Most of the work in the area considered the following elementary data structure: L = {R 1 , ... ,R n }i sal inear (singly-linked) list of n records, initially linked in an arbitrary order.T he set of records is fixed in time, with no additions or deletions.
The requests to access the list obeyt he independent reference model (irm), and use a reference-probabilities vector (rpv) p p ≡ ( p 1 , ... , p n )w here p i is the fixed (time-homogeneous) probability that an access request is for the record R i ,1≤i≤n.
Typically,e ach access requires a sequential search starting at the head of the list, until the specified record is encountered. Wedefine the cost of a reference to an element in position j in L as j.The objective ofmanaging the list is to minimize the expected cost of access.
In the ideal case where the access probabilities are all known, this model calls for an optimal static arrangement of the records in decreasing order of their reference probabilities, i.e. However, iti sm ore common that no initial information is available on the rpv,a nd the sequence of requests may be considered as a learning process. Then, during a history of †Department of Computer Science, University of Houston, Houston Tx 77204-3475, USA. ‡Department of Computer Science, Technion − Israel Institute of Technology,Haifa32000, Israel.
references, the list is dynamically reorganized by a permutation rule, which may use any information accumulated during the process to achieve the desirable order. Three reorganization methods give rise to a large set of rules presented in previous work: Move To the Front (MTF)s hifts the accessed record to the head of the list, leaving the relative order of the other elements unchanged. Transpose (TR)a dvances the accessed element one step ahead by an interchange with its immediate predecessor.T he Counter Scheme(CS)k eeps a reference count for each record, which tracks the number of references to it. The list is maintained sorted in nonincreasing order of the counter values.
Ac omprehensive account of the policies considered in last twod ecades appears in [6] . Some variations and more recent analyses of the above rules appear in [3, 5, 8, 10, 12] .
We note that all the reorganization methods allowu st om odel the list order as an ergodic Markov chain of n!states. Let C m (PR| p p )and C(PR| p p )denote the expected access cost to the list using the permutation rule PR and the rpv p p,a fter the mth request and in the limiting state respectively.T he initial order of the list plays a role in C m (PR| p p )o nly; the limiting value is independent of it. In most of the published works, and in all the analyses and results shown below, the initial state, where it matters, is assumed to be uniformly distributed overa ll n! possibilities.
Courcoubetis and Weber present in [4] a chain inequality,w hich characterizes the relations between anyp air of the four ordering methods mentioned above int he limit of a long reorganization sequence:
Both the MTF and TR are memory free, and theyd on ot produce convergence to the optimal ordering for nonuniform rpv's.M oreover, for anyreference sequence which keeps referencing at least twodistinct keys, both rules neverstop reordering the list. On the other hand, the CS,which asymptotically attains the minimal average cost, suffers from a space problem, since the counters are unbounded. Hence it is impractical for long reference sequences and large values of n.
There are howevert wo ways of curbing the space requirements of the CS.B oth produce suboptimal rules, where the departure from optimality can be controlled by parameters. One approach is the Terminating Counter Scheme (TCS),according to which the list is reorganized for afinite, predetermined number of times, m * .The TCS guarantees that the expected access cost is within a factor of (1 + α )ofthe optimal access cost. It was introduced in [8] , and we showthere
The second approach, called the Limited CountersS cheme (LCS),a lso analyzed in [8] , is defined there as follows:
Each record R i 1 ≤ i ≤ n,isassociated with a frequencycounter C i ,which may not exceed the value c max .A sl ong as C i < c max ,i ti si ncremented at each request to R i .A tt he same time R i is shifted forward if necessary,s oa st op recede any R j with C j < C i (we can only have such C j = C i − 1). When C i reaches c max it remains fixed, and the location of R i is uneffected by any subsequent references to the list.
Hence, the dynamic reorganization process involves at most nc max changes in record positions.
If c max = 1, the LCS produces the same expected access cost as the MTF,i.e.
1
Special situations-in particular,extra information about p p -may admit substantially lower bounds.
(
The asymptotic access cost to the list under LCS satisfies the relation
which is bounded by 1.2175 already for c max = 3. (Proofs of equations(1.2) and (1.3) appear in [8] ). Some exact computations of that relation, for a fewk nown distribution functions lend strong support to the conjecture that LCS performs well, with very modest space requirements.
In the following sections, we consider the use of TCS or LCS on three other models of sequential search.
The CS for Doubly Linked Lists
An immediate elaboration of the above model is the doubly linked list. We assume the following layout:
Aset of n records {R i ,1 ≤i ≤n}, identified uniquely by their keys, is held in a doubly linked list D. Each element R i is accessed with fixed probability p i ,a nd the search for it may begin either at the "left" end of D, with probability p iL ,o ra tt he "right" end, with probability p
.Ar eference in this scheme specifies both a key and a starting point for the search. The access cost, as above,i sd efined to be the number of key-comparisons required to locate a record in the list.
The referenced key and the starting point for each search are both chosen independently of the past accesses or all previous states of the list. This may typically result when the searching mechanism takes part also in other activities, and does not servet his reference string only.T he initial ordering of D is assumed random, with equal probability for each permutation.
Let
W hen p p is known, the average access cost is minimized when D is kept in a static optimal ordering, which is in decreasing order (from left to right) of the values
as shown by Matthews et al., in[11] . From nowo nw ea ssume that p p is unknown,a nd D is dynamically rearranged during the reference sequence.
Some special degenerate instances of p p are considered in [11] , for which the strategies adopted for singly linked lists are as effective inthe present context. We now define an equivalent to CS for doubly linked lists (DCS), which keeps a difference count 
where an empty sum on r vanishes, and
Proof: Let l( j, i)bethe probability that R j is located to the left of R i after the mth request, when
Note, that under DCS R j is positioned to the left of
), writing explicitly l(i, j)i nto the second line of (2.4) produces equation (2.3). Lemma 2.4: DCS converges asymptotically to the optimal ordering, i.e.
Proof: Under the optimal arrangement, R i will be placed to the left of R j if
By the strong lawoflarge numbers,
Hence, under DCS,e ach pair of records will be ordered properly in the limiting state.
Consider nowt he adaptation of TCS to the doubly-linked list. In a sense, the following result measures the rate with which C m (DCS| p p )c onverges to C(OPT | p p ). It enables the restriction of DCS to finite reference sequences, thus avoiding possible overflows of the D i 's with bounded storage overhead cost. 
Proof: Assume a renumbering of the records, such that p
and rearranging equation (2.3),
where I k is defined in Lemma 2. 3. Note that the factor multiplying ( p * i − p * j )i st he probability we denoted by l( j, i). Obviously,for a givenvalue of x,the inequality
is satisfied, when for every pair of indices 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n we have
<0, then inequality (2.8) holds already at m = 0. (Weuse without proof the fact-provedin [8] for the original CS-that C m (DCS| p p )i sm onotonically decreasing in m). Hence we may reduce the search only to those pairs i, j for which
. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to find, for each pair of indices, the first m for which the inequality
To obtain a universal bound, that holds for all rpvs, we look for a value of m that just exceeds (2.10)
, under the constraint
.
The last inequality also indicates that the function we need to maximize is majorized by
, and since g( p, q)obtains its maximum where
Since p + q = p i + p j ≤ 1, the extreme value is at q
Substituting x = nα into (2.11), we derive the desired value of m * .
The generality of the theorem and the liberality of some of the bounds in the proof should lead us to expect C m* (DCS| p p )toexceed C(OPT | p p )usually by far less than nα .
The alternative way to reduce the size of the field allocated to the D i 's isb ym odifying the DCS as follows:
Forachosen value of r max ≥ 1, the Limited DCS (LDCS)updates D i only during the first r max requests for R i .W hen a difference count changes its value, the accessed record may be moved, either to the right or to the left, so as to keep the list arranged in nonincreasing order of the D i values (note that evenwhen r max is not small, the values of D i may wobble around zero). Theorem 2.6: The asymptotic average access cost to D under the LDCS with r max = d is given by
where (2.13)
We use in the proof the following combinatorial identity: Lemma 2.7:
Proof: To prove (2.14), it is sufficient to showthat
Assume we have anu rn, and the probability of finding in it a black (white) ball is q/( p + q) ( p/( p + q), respectively). From this urn we drawu pt o2 dballs with replacement. Equation • m = number of references to the list, after which both C iL + C iR and C jL + C jR are ≥ r max , (necessarily the m th reference brings the total count of one of these records to r max ),
• l = number of requests to both R i and R j by the mth reference , and k = C iL .
Then, (2.16)
is to the left of R j after the mth request}
where Pr i stands for the probability of the indicated event when R i wast he target of the mth reference, and is givenby 
and similarly
The first term in each of these expressions reflects the probability of C iL > C jL ,a nd the second one equals the probability that R i is to the left of R j when C iL = C jL ,u nder the specified termination event. Using the summation formula much harder,and its value was estimated from a set of 500 samples for each value of d and λ in Table 2 . 1, and 500 samples for each value of d and n in Table 2. 2. Both tables showas ignificant decrease in the above ratio already for lowv alues of r max , though it is far less pronounced than with singly-linked lists.
LDCS is a generalization of Move Once To the End(MOTE), which shifts each record precisely once − after the first access to it. The record is then movedtow ards the end from which its search started, only to precede those records, that were neverrequested. Lemma 2.8:
Proof:
Let r i = (k i , u i )b et he ith reference, where k i ∈(1, ... ,n), and u i ∈{L , R}. The arrangement obtained under MTE after the sequence r 1 , ... ,r m ,i sa lso produced by MOTE − following the sequence r m , ... ,r 1 .Due to the independence of the r i 's both events have the same probability, Π m i=1 p r i p r i u r i . Hence, using Lemma 2. 2, we find Corollary 2.9: Forany n ≥ 2, a probabilities vector p p and d ≡ r max ≥ 2,
with b(i, j)asdefined in Theorem 2. 6.
Limited Counters for Multiple Lists
Assume a set of n elements is maintained in k linear lists. Each request involves an extraction of the specified item, after which it is movedt ot he front of one of the lists. As before, we assume the irm:the ith element E i ,1 ≤i ≤n,may be requested with a fixed probability p i (Σ n i= 1 p i = 1). We limit the discussion to a special case, where spaces are not compacted after an item is extracted (eveni fi ti si nt he first position). This model fits for example update activities of a WORM, such as an optical disk. Thus the cost of a single access is the number of items and spaces encountered along a sequential search starting from the head of the list, until the specified item is reached.
Courcoubetis and Weber [4] study that model, and show, that if the retrievalp robabilities are known, and the number of required sublists is prescribed, then the optimal policyfi rst sorts the elements in non-increasing order of their access probabilities, and then partitions the sorted list into k sublists. The sublists remain fixed: when an element E i is requested, it is shifted to the front of its own sublist, adding 1 to the cost of retrieving each of the other elements in that sublist. Observethat in the limit, all the access costs can be 'charged' to these additions. Hence, Lemma 3.1: ([4]) Finding an optimal partition for the above model is equivalent to dividing n elements to k distinct sets l 1 , ... ,l k ,such that
is minimized, when the { p i }are renumbered so that
Let the optimal partition be givenbyasequence of k
Consider the scenario where the ordered probabilities vector (possibly renumbered as above) p p = ( p 1 , ... , p n )i sknown up to a permutation,i .e. we are givent he distribution function which generates the retrievals equences, but we do not knowt ow hich record each probability relates. Therefore, an estimation of that mapping from the ordered vector p p to the set {1, ... ,n}i s required, for applying the initial partition on the elements.
We propose for this purpose a strategy based on the LCS: We start with an arbitrary permutation of the elements, and perform a preliminary partition to k sublists, using the known set of indices. At the same time we keep an "image linear list" L,ofall the n records in the same initial permutation. Each element E i is allocated a reference counter C i . E i then participates in the reorganization process of L until C i reaches a fixed value, c max .Atthat stage E i receivesi ts estimated index, i.e. its position in the arrangement of the elements used to create the sublists: the indexi sd etermined by the location E i occupies in L. E i then changes places with the element in the corresponding sublist previously allocated to that position. We only consider the limiting state, where all counters reach c max ,w ith probability 1. The time to reach this state has a finite expectation.
We need a fewtechnical results:
Lemma 3.2:
The partition which minimizes
Proof: By way of contradiction (for (a)a nd (b)s eparately), using interchange arguments. 
is monotone decreasing in k. Aproof is givenin [9] ; it is quite simple but requires surprisingly heavy notation, and is therefore omitted.
Corollary 3.4:
If the list is organized by the LCS with c max = c,then
is monotone decreasing in k. Proof: The LCS with any c ≥ 1arranges the list in the limiting state as the CS would order the records after the mth request, that achievesthe frequencyvector C Let C(MLCS| p p , k , c )a nd C(OPT | p p , k )d enote the asymptotic average access cost for retrieving an element from the k-sublist structure, where the partitions are performed by using the LCS with c max = c and the optimal partition, respectively.W ec an relate them when certain natural conditions on the optimal partition hold, and k is sufficiently large (roughly,atleast √   n ). Theorem 3.5: For p 1 ≥ p 2 ... ≥ p n ,ifthe following conditions hold:
(i) The number of sublists, k,islarge enough: 2n ≤ k(k + 1), and (ii) the optimal partition is such that there exists a value t ∈ [1, k] , where
Proof: Observe, that C(LCS| p p , c )for a list of k elements, may be written as
is ith in the limiting state} − the expected access probability of the record in position i.
We first collapse the rpv to an rpv of a list of k "super-elements" and use the notation π i for
Now, ifthere exists 1 ≤ t ≤ k satisfying the inequalities (3.5), then by Lemma 3.2(b)
is also satisfied, and so we get
Hence, writing
we get the bound in the Theorem. 
Disk Rearrangement Using Limited Frequency Counts
Am ajor component in the access time to auxiliary storage is seek time, which is directly related to the length of travelt he read/write head makes when moving to a requested position. We discuss the problem of ordering records or files on cylinders of a disk, so as to minimize this motion.
The access model is defined as follows: Aset of n records is ordered by its access probabilities p 1 ≥ p 2 ≥ ... ≥ p n ,( Σ i p i = 1). The records are placed on n separate cylinders of a disk, and the head movesfrom one location to another,to service the requests.
The objective isfi nding an arrangement which minimizes the expected distance traveled by the head, when successive requests are serviced. Assuming the irm,the cost function for a single access is givenby
where d(i, j)i st he distance from R i to R j ,w hich depends on the permutation of the records, as well as on the metric used.
It is known [2] , that the above problem is intractable when accesses are not probabilistically independent. However, ift he requests are generated independently of the past and the arrangement of the records, the permutation which minimizes the expected head travelisthe 'organpipe' (Fig. 4.1) , which places the records in decreasing order of their access probabilities, starting at the middle cylinder and advancing alternatingly to both sides.
Hence, denoting by E OPT [D| p p ]the minimal average seek length,
We assume the access probabilities are unknown, and the records are initially arranged in an arbitrary order on n cylinders of a disk. When the reference sequence is processed, the records are rearranged on another disk by the CFR (Copy at First Request)rule, defined as follows: Each record is copied to the second disk, when it is first accessed. The records are placed in an 'organp ipe' order,a ccording to their relative locations in the sequence, i.e. the record requested first is placed at the middle, the one accessed second − to its right, and the third − to its left, etc.. Proof: Assume a giveni nitial ordering of the records and a reference sequence, and that following the first reference to each record, it is copied twice: once to a second disk, by the CFR, and once to a linear list, arranged by the LCS with c = 1.
Let d i and l i denote the distance of R i from the middle cylinder on the second disk, and the position of R i in the linear list respectively.T hen, d i = 1 ⁄ 2 l i .T he distance traveled for each request from R j to R i may be shown to be at most d j + d i :w ew ill certainly do no worse then when requiring the head to visit the middle position between successive references.
Let i i = ( i 1 , ... ,i k )b eas equence of k references, then the expected cost generated by this sequence satisfies
where the expectation is overa ll orderings of the list elements on the disk, and i 0 is the initial position of the arm. Wem ay assume it is the middle cylinder − it would not matter in the long run, and then Using (1.2) and the rightmost inequality in (1.1) we obtain the inequality of the Theorem.
The CFR may be generalized to the Copy at the cth request (CcR), under which a record is copied to the second disk only when it has accumulated c requests. Along the reference sequence, each record acquires its position in the organ pipe,b yk eeping a linear list of the keys, managed by CS. Ar ecord copied to the second disk is deleted from the list. When the list empties, the second disk becomes the permanent storage device for the records, and the first disk may be 1) and (4.3) .
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